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WAR WAS DECLARED AT 11.15
and

MARY NORTH
SIGNED UP AT NOON

EVERYONE BRAVE IS FORGIVEN
compel ling

addictive

’

‘A
and finely crafted
novel . . . The Second World War is
dangerous territory for a contemporary
novelist: the enemies they face include
familiarity, cliché, and the reader’s
knowledge that any number of things
happened then that were far stranger
than fiction. For a writer to succeed in
setting a tale in a period of heightened
emotions, they need first to keep their
own emotions under close control. Ian
McEwan did this with Atonement, Sarah
Waters did it with The Night Watch, and
Chris Cleave does it too with Everyone
Brave is Forgiven.’

‘An
, propulsive read . . .
Cleave writes with an engaging intensity,
a determination to tackle big moral
issues, and a willingness to take risks.’

INDEPENDENT

of a young teacher determined
to stay in Blitz-time London’

FINANCIAL TIMES

‘Cleave cements his reputation as a skilful
storyteller, and a sensitive chronicler of
the interplay between the
and the
. . . intricately
researched and evocatively conveyed.’

ESQUIRE, TOP 10 BEST NEW NOVELS OF 2016

‘He has the rare ability to tell a unique
story while also expressing universal
truths that pierce straight into your own

‘

Tender and touching ’

P o w e r fu l

moving

and
‘
...
Cleave’s real revisionism exists in
the very fabric of his prose’
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‘A

cracker ’

STYLIST, 10 EXCITING BOOKS IN 2016
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‘

Absorbing [and] sharply paced’
GUARDIAN
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Bril liant [and] fearlessly written
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GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

‘It’s a war novel but not as you know
it. Cleave… has reportedly written

t book to date
his bes
with this tale

I l oved it.

It is the book I will be pressing in
customer’s hands urging them to read it’
HARRIS & HARRIS BOOKS, SUFFOLK

’

MAIL ON SUNDAY

GRAZIA

DAILY MAIL

WOMAN & HOME

‘A

to be one of
the hits of this year.’

funny

it
bl own away by

THE SUNDAY TIMES

every day. Sure

‘Loosely based on the author’s
grandparents’ stories, this is a superb
novel that breaths fresh life into an often
brutal scenario. Particularly astute at
demonstrating how war seeps into the
psyche and changes it, this is beautifully
written,
, gut-wrenching
and, above all,
.’

‘I was

‘I have read, followed and sold all of
Chris’ books. EVERYONE BRAVE IS
FORGIVEN surpasses them all,
I can’t wait to be able to press it
into customer’s hands.
’

Wonderful

NEWHAM BOOKS

‘I

loved it from start to finish’
GOLDSBORO BOOKS

‘Cleave’s foray into historical fiction is
both grand and intimate. The novel’s
ability to stay small and quiet against the
raging tableau of war is what also makes
it glorious… Cleave crafts an absorbing
account of survival, racism, classism, love
and pain, and the scars left by them all…
The character’s brave conchord is both
inspiring and heart-rending, and Cleave’s
prose is imbued with a Dickensian flair…

The correspondence between
Mary and Alistair is worthy of
Noël Coward’

‘Everything you could want
from a novel, this will be
’

our book of 20 1

6

CHORLEYWOOD BOOKSHOP

‘Meet Mary, Tom and Alistair, your
three new best friends. Prepare to be
pulled by them emotionally, to swoon
with admiration and to stay up way
past your bedtime…’

NEW YORK TIMES

METRO

loved by the press and booksellers!

WATERSTONES, LIVERPOOL

In a powerful combination of both humour
and heartbreak, this dazzling novel weaves
little-known history, and a perfect love story,
through the vast sweep of the Second World War
from a modern master of storytelling.
When was is declared, Mary North leaves
finishing school unfinished, goes straight
to the War Office, and signs up.
Tom Shaw decides to give it a miss – until his
flatmate Alistair unexpectedly enlists, and the
conflict can no longer be avoided.
Young, bright and brave, Mary is certain
she’d be a marvellous spy. When she is –
bewilderingly – made a teacher, she instead
finds herself defying prejudice to protect the
children her country would rather forget.
Tom, meanwhile, finds that we will do
anything for Mary.
And when Mary and Alistair meet, it is love, as
well as war, that will test them in ways they could
not have imagined, entangling three lives in
violence and passion, friendship and deception,
inexorably shaping their hopes and dreams.
Everyone Brave is Forgiven dares us to understand
that, against the great theatre of world events, it
is the intimate losses, the small battles, the daily
human triumphs, that change us the most.

EVERYONE BRAVE IS FORGIVEN

